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Adapting the Kotliar-Ruckenstein slave boson approach
to the Hubbard model with an additional local electronphonon interaction, we have studied the stability of the
ground state against (~, ~) and (~, 0) Peierls distortions
on a square lattice. The theory is evaluated within an
adiabatic two-sublattice saddle-point approximation restricted to symmetry broken states compatible with the
underlying bipartite lattice, i.e. para-, ferro-, ferri- and
antiferromagnetic states with and without static lattice
displacement. At half-filling the Holstein coupling leads
to a stable paramagnetic phase with an on-site frozen in
breathing mode accompanied by a long-range charge
density wave below a critical Hubbard interaction U.
Away from half-filling, we distinguish between two possible phase diagrams of the Peierls-Hubbard model. One of
them is obtained in the usual way of comparing the relative stability of several homogeneous phases, the other
more complete one allows for heterogeneous mixing of
phases. In this case we found phase separated regions
with and without 'dimerization', homogeneous 'dimerized' para- and ferrimagnetic states, and the pure paraand ferromagnetic phases. Upon doping the local electron-phonon coupling can induce a magnetic ordered
state.

1. Introduction

The interplay of electron-electron and electron-phonon
interactions is important in determining the electronic
properties of strongly correlated fermion systems currently of great interest in condensed matter physics.
Especially the discovery of high-~ superconductivity in
the perovskite-type Iayer oxides [I] has spurred intense
investigations of the competition, and if possible, the cooperation of these two fundamental interactions. It is
now generally believed that the essential physics responsible for both, superconducting and normal state properties of the high-T~ copper oxides are determined by one

common structural feature: the CuO2 planes, where
holes (electrons) are introduced by doping the insulating
parent compounds as LazCuO 4 (Nd2CuO4). The motion
of the induced charge carriers is strongly affected due
to the coupling on the fluctuating background of the
Cu 2+ spins, which in the case of dominating
Cu3dx2_,2Ozp~., hybridization do not form a separated
quantum liquid [2]. There is, however, no clear agreement [3-8] whether this strongly correlated quantum
liquid can be described even in their normal state using
a conventional Fermi liquid based theory. The close
proximity of these systems, e,g. La2_xBaxCuO,~, to structural, insulating antiferromagnetic and superconducting
instabilities makes the investigation of microscopic models highly desirable, where besides a strong Coulomb
interaction an electron-phonon coupling is taken into
account. With respect to the electronic part such a model
should incorporate the hopping of charge carrier holes
and an antiferromagnetic exchange between spins of
neighbouring Cu sites as the relevant degrees of freedom.
Anderson [9] suggested that close to half-filling a 2-D
Hubbard model with strong on-site Coulomb repulsion
may be an appropriate starting point for a theoretical
description. The incorporation of electron-phonon interaction is frequently based on a local Holstein coupling
[10-21]. As discussed e.g. by Tsuda et al. [22] the physics of narrow-band electrons coupled to Holstein-phonons is governed by three competing effects: the itinerancy
of the electrons (t), the Coulomb repulsion (U) and the
local electron-phonon coupIing (~). Since the t - ~ competition is retarded in nature the ratio between phonon
frequency co and the (due to electron-electron interaction
U renormalized) electronic bandwidth becomes important. If the electron-phonon interaction is sufficiently
strong the system becomes in the adiabatic limit (co< t)
a charge-density-wave (CDW) bipolaronic insulator with
frozen local lattice distortions [23]. In the inverse adiabatic limit (co~>t) the strong coupling may result in a
bipolaronic superfluid [24]. Along this line polaronic
or bipolaronic theories of superconductivity have been
developed [12, 25-27]. However, apart from the possible
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relevance of these strongly coupled electron-phonon
models to the physics of high-T~ superconductivity they
play an important role for the theoretical description
of a variety of low-dimensional solids, such as 1-D conducting polymers, charge transfer salts or the organic
and inorganic CDW (semi)conductors [21, 28].
Motivated by these fascinating problems, we present
in this paper an exhaustive examination of the ground
state properties of the two-dimensional Hubbard model
coupled to Holstein phonons. We work in the adiabatic
limit, discussed above, restricting ourselves to the frozen
part of the lattice distortion, i.e. to the so-called PeierlsHubbard model. The effect of finite phonon frequency
on the Peierls distortion is left for a future publication
[29]. Due to the nesting of the 2-D (tight binding) Fermisurface at half-filling, the system is close to a CDW instability even in the low doping regime. On the other hand
the Coulomb repulsion tends to supress a CDW connected with a frozen in phonon mode forming up a magnetic ordered state. The stability of the 2-D Hubbard
model against static lattice displacement (or 'dimerization') was investigated using a simple Hartree-Fock approximation [12] as well as the Quantum Monte Carlo
(QMC) method on a 6 x 6 lattice [143. Here we calculate
the ground-state phase diagram of the Peierls-Hubbard
model within two-sublattice slave boson (SB) mean field
theory [30] treating electron~electron and electronphonon interactions on an equal footing. Taking (n, n)
and (n, 0) Peierls distortions into account, we work out
two versions of the phase diagram in the restrited sense
that (i) only homogeneous phases are allowed and (ii)
phase separation can occur. We proceed as follows. In
Sect. 2 we briefly review the SB scheme of Kotliar and
Ruckenstein (KR) [-30] extended to an additional electron-phonon coupling. The resulting self-consistency
equations, derived in Sect. 3.1, were evaluated numerically for the (n, n) and (re, 0) modes in Sect. 3.2. The
problem of phase separation is discussed in Sect. 3.3. Finally, we present the phase diagram of the Peierls-Hubbard mode1 as a central result of our paper in Sect. 3.4.

The starting point of our work is the single-band PeierlsHubbard Hamiltonian on a two-dimensional square lattice
(2.1)
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Fig. la-e. Lattice distortion in the CuOz plane. The symbols 9
and 9 indicate copper and oxygen,respectively.The definition (2.5)
of the Holstein coordinates q~is illustrated in a; b shows the (n, n)
breathing mode, and the (n, 0) distortion is sketched in c

are the electron, electron-phonon, and phonon parts, respectively. The operators c+(ci~) create (destroy) a spin
+
a electron in a Wannier state at site i, and n~ = c~ c~.
The transfer amplitudes t are restricted to nearest-neighbour ( i , j ) hopping processes, and U is the on-site part
of the Coulomb repulsion. Within the adiabatic approximation the electronic system is coupled via a local electron-phonon coupling c7 to the Holstein coordinates q~
which represent the frozen phonon part. Hph describes
the elastic energy of an harmonic lattice with spring constant k, where xi, y~ are conventionally interpreted as
the vibrational displacement of the internal coordinates
belonging to an effective lattice site i [10].
Adopting the Hamiltonian (2.1) to particular
phonon modes in the Cu20 planes of La2CuO4, as proposed by Prelov~ek et al. [12], the xi, y~ correspond to
the displacements of both O-atoms in the unit cell
i= (ix, iy) (cf. Fig. 1 a). In this model the Holstein coordinates q~= qi~,~y can be written as
qix,jy = (Xix,iy--Xix- l,iy @ Yix, iy-- Yix,iy- 1)/4,

2. Slave boson representation of the
Peierls-Hubbard model

H = H~ + H~- ph + Hph,

Yix,iy

(2.5)

where the oxygens are moved along the Cu-O bond axis.
A small distortion along the bonding direction leads to
significant changes in the Cu3 ax2_, ~ - 0 2 px.y overlap integral or hybridization [4]. Upon doping the additional
holes are mostly localized on the four oxygens surrounding the central Cu atom [31] and may built up the
Zhang-Rice singlet [32] together with the one hole available per unit cell at half-filling. Moving the in-plane Oatoms towards Cu this binding is enhanced (q~< 0). The
calculation of the planar electron-phonon coupling constants within a frozen-phonon procedure [4] yields large
values for this frequently discussed [12, 14, 31, 33, 34]
"breathing-mode" distortion characterized by the wave
vector Q=(rt, n) (Fig. l b). Here we have x i x i =
- x i x _ ~ . i = y ~ , i = - y i x , i _ t and the elastic part'becomes
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H p h = k ~ qix,
2 iy "

(2.6)

H=- -~

2

(i,j>,a

ix, iy

On the other hand, one gets for the Q = (r~, 0) distortion
xi~,i, = - x i ~ - l , i , and Y i x , j = y i ~ , i _ l = 0 (Fig. lc). Again
the phonon part can be expressed as quadratic form
of the q~.~, but the elastic constant is changed: k ~ 2 k .
In what follows we will study the model (2.2) with (2.3)
and (2.6) in its own right leaving the microscopic picture
presented above.
From the simplest Hartree-Fock decoupling of the
electronic correlations contained in (2.1), one gets in the
limit of weak electron-phonon interaction (c~~ t) a stable
CDW solution at half-filling, provided that U becomes
smaller than U~F = ~/2 k [12]. As expected, QMC simulations show a departure from the mean field results at
larger U and give evidence for the formation of local
hole-polarons with increasing doping [14]. To treat the
Peierls-Hubbard model in a non-perturbative way and
handle the electron-electron as well as the electron-phonon coupling over a wide range of interaction strength
equally, we use the SB formalism introduced by K R
[30]. Their mapping of the fermionic model onto an
effective bosonic one does not suffer from the drawbacks,
which arise due to the asymmetric representation of spin
and charge excitations [35] within an approximative
treatment of other slave boson (fermion) schemes [3641]. The K R auxiliary-boson formulation reproduces the
results of Gutzwiller's approximation [42] at the saddle
point level and offers an excellent starting point in performing a loop expansion [43, 44]. The method was generalized including the spin-rotation invariance [45] and
was used to calculate the T 3 In T term of the specific
heat [46, 47] and spiral magnetic states [48, 49] for
the Hubbard model.
In the spirit of K R [30] we replace the Hilbert space
of fermionic states by an enlarged one of fermion and
boson states. The electronic operator c~, is expressed
in terms of the pseudo-fermion operator g~, and four
auxiliary SB fields el, pi~, di, where the corresponding
+
number operators e~+ ei, Pi~ Pi~ and di+ di act as projectors on an empty, a single occupied (spin a) and a double
occupied state on site i, respectively. The unphysical
states in the extended Fock space are eliminated by imposing a set of local constraints
Q!~)=e + e i + p ~ pi+ + p ~ pi~, +di + d i - 1 =0,

(2.7a)

~(2)

(2.7b)

~+ ~

+

ia ~'Cia Cia--Pi,r p i , ~ - d i

+

di=0,

ensuring the completeness (2.7.a) and the one-to-one correspondence of bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom
(2.7.b). The original electron operator is replaced by
ci,, = zi~ ci,~,

(2.8)

where the (not umquely defined) hopping factors

z,~ = (1 - d? d i - pi+~Pio)-a/2 (e + Pi,, + P~--,, di)
9 (1 -efe~-p~_. Pi .)- ~/2

(2.9)

are choosen to obtain the correct U = 0 behaviour at
the mean-field level [303. Then the SB-Hamiltonian

-Z

Zia+ Zja Cia
~+ Cja
~ -[- U 2 d~+ d~
i

(2.10)

A , ' + g,~+ Z

is equivalent to (2.1) as long as the constraints (2.7) are
satisfied. Following [12], we define a renormalized dectron-phonon coupling constant e = ~2/16 k, and A~= ~ q~.
Now we apply the imaginary time (z) path integral method [50] to the Hamiltonian (2.10). The grand canonical
partition function can be expressed in terms of a coherent
state functional integral over fermion (anticommuting)
and boson (commuting) fields as
i

ia

= [. D [~*, G] D [e*, e] D [p*, p,,]

9 O [d*, d] O [A] d [j-(l)] d [j-(e)] e-o ~ d~L(~),

(2.11)

with the Lagrangian
L(z) = ~ {e* 0~ e~ + d* 0~ d, + ~,(p*~ 0~ pi~ + ~*~(~ - #) ~,~)
i

a

+ j-!l)(e* ei + d* di + ~,Pi~
A- 2 ~(2)
~ , ei,~--P*,,
~
.oi,~ (,~i,~

ff

pi,r-d* di)

+ u d* d~+ A~/16~}
-- t 2 C~a(Z~a Zja -t- A i ~ij) Cja,
<i,j>,a

(2.12)

where the time independent Lagrange multipliers j-!~),
j-(2)
~ are introduced to enforce the constraints
2zci

~

dj-e - ~ e .

(2.13)

c

Here # is the chemical potential, fl is the inverse temperature, and j- = c + i co. The path of ).-integration is extended
parallel to the imaginary axis, and one finds j-=c~P, +
at the physical saddle point. The gauge symmetry of
the Lagrangian (2.12) can be found by using the following local time dependent phase transformations

ej(~) -, ej(r) e-'x, (~
pj,(z) ~ pj,(z) e -i~
dj(z) -+ dr(Z ) e -i4~,(~)

~j~('c) ---,~j~(z)e -i~j~<~).

(2.14)

Note that in (2.14) the original as well as the transformed
bose fields are complex. Under the transformation (2.14)
the kinetic part exhibits extra terms violating an U(1) |
symmetry [35, 44, 51]. Transforming the Lagrange multipliers into Bose fields
~ ( 1 ) + i~j("f),
j(1) . ~ "~j

j-(.2) __, ;(.2) + i z j ( ~ ) -- iOj~(~),

(2.15.a)
(2.15.b)
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and, in addition, restricting the phase transformation to
U(1) | ~ symmetry by
(2.16.a)
(2.16.b)

Oja=zj--Oj0-,

dp~= Oj~+ Oj+ -Z~,

the gauge invariance of the Lagrangian is satisfied.
Obviously, one can now make use of the gauge freedom to remove three phases of the bose fields in the
so-called radial gauge, where the fields are given as modulus times a phase factor, e.g. ej('c)=~(z) ei~(') with
gjeN +. Note that one of the bosons remains complex
[33, 35, 51]:

~j- 0"jr-

0"~++)~j+ 0.

(2.17.b)

Z=~DEe] DEpJ D[~ (1)] DE2(z)] D[AJ Did*, d ] e -sg~,
(2.18)
with the effective bosonic action

Sfer= 5 dz Z{)[~~)e2 + ~(2~t)-- 2!])) PL
i

2
Vt)dl)_
2(2)~
~
~taJ Pa

j(2)

._~_r]* (](1)

](2)•

rr~

:(~)+A2/16a}

i

+ - Z ln{1--nk~0-},

(3.1)

flkv0-

(2.17.a)

Accordingly, the partition function (2.11) can be written
as a functional integral over the real-valued fields e, p0-,
2 m, 2(~z) the complex fields [d*, dJ and the Grassman
variables [~*, ~]. (In the following we suppress the tilde
that marks the radial part of the bose fields.) Performing
the Gaussian integration over the fermion fields, one obtains

0

N

a= 2y{4"4+ ~...t

where

dj(z) ~ ~(z) e~(~)
qSj=

q = A, B. If we adopt the (re,n) order, the transfer term
describes only hopping processes between different sublattices. Transforming (2.19) in the (k, O9n)-representation,
the trace in S~e can be easily performed to give the grand
canonical potential

0-

+ d * ( 0 ~ + ) m ~(2) ~(2)•
+ Tr In ((b~- #+2~0(2)- & ) 5~j--t z~0-z~0-),

1

nkv~= ~(ek~-u)+ 1'

(3.2)

holds with the renormalized single particle energies
(v= _+1)
E kv0- --_~(2)+gk~,
/t,0/1](2)

(3.3.a)
](2)

ek~0-=V]/{ -'~aa-'~B"
t/\
2

)2

A +e~lZaa[Zlz~0-I2.

(3.3.b)

Here we have introduced the gap parameter A =AA=
--An ~IR +, ek =-2t(cosk~+coskr)
and ~(2) __ /3(2)
+,~(B2))/2. The k-summation runs over the magnetic Brillouin zone of the square lattice. In what follows, it is
more convenient to discuss the extremal properties of
the free energy per site

1

f = ~ ( D - # ~-~)

(2.19)

where Tr means the trace over time, space and spin.
Equation (2.18) represents the exact partition function
of our model (2.10).

3. Two sublattice mean field approach Numerical results

3.1. Saddle-point approximation
At the two sublattice mean field level the boson fields
are considered as static and uniform on each sublattice.
Thus the functional integral (2.18) is reduced to the evalnation of the integrand at the saddle point. At the same
time the constraints (2.7) arc satisfied on each sublattice
only on average9
Due to the bipartite structure of the square lattice
it seems reasonable to look first for symmetry broken
states related to a Q=(n, ~) order. The perfect (n, re)nesting of the free Fermi surface, the antiferromagnetic
ordering vector (n, n), and the breathing phonon mode
accompanied by a CDW instability at the same wave
vector suggest the existence of a ground state with such
spatial variation at least at half-filling [52]. To proceed
we replace in (29 the site index i by a sublattice index

(3.4)

at fixed electron (hole) density n (5). The saddle-point
equations are obtained by minimising the free energy
with respect to the mean field parameters % d,, p,~,
2~1), -',0-~(2)and A. To determine the saddle-point values
of the bosonic fields, one has to solve the set of 15 coupled self-consistent equations:
2 +p,~+
2 +d~2 = 1,
e~2 +p~r

p~.+d,

1

2O) e = 1

nkv0-{ {.

(3.5.a)
(2A(2,o"-- 8kv02B(2,o")/2 -- a

22

4x.~

+-1}

~" 2e~x.0-

'~ N kva
~ nk~*gkz-~o~1+26,,~
~kv0- 1 - 4 6 2 ,

(3.5.b)
"t

P"".~'
(3.5.c)

(2(1)__ ~(2)__ ~(2)_}_ U )
1
.
~r
4=N =

~2 z2_,,

Z /'/kv~ -

kv6

~kv~

~

4x,02d, x,~ -Pn-~},
1 - 4 5 ~ t1-25n0-

(3.5.d)

(~(I) __ 4(2)]
-~rt
- vrpri Pr/~

=lk~ '

e~ Z2_,., 4X,.,
nk,,~,--ek~0-, 1_46z0-~

(j2p,~,x,~,_e,}50-,0- ' (2p,_~,x,~,
9 \1 1-25,0-,

+l-i+2-a~7.,
(3.5.e)
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1
A = 8 o: ~

nkw

~(2) _ 2~2))/2 _ A

(3.5.0

~kva

where we have defined the abbreviations x , , = e , p , ,
+p,_~ d,, ~n = A,/A and 6,, = 1 / 2 - p Z _ d2. In addition
the chemical potential # is fixed by the requirement
1

n=l-~=~

~, nk~o.

(3.6)

Using the formalism, developed so far, we searched
for solutions of the coupled systems (3.5) or (3.8) at given
model parameters U, ~ and 6, allowing para- (PM), ferro(FM), ferri- (FIM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) order
with and without "dimerization" A. The physically relevant saddle point is determined to give the lowest free
energy. In addition our numerical procedure permits the
investigation of metastable solutions corresponding to
local minima in the 15 dimensional variational space.

kvtr

The sublattice particle numbers we may write as n, = n
+ A,/8 cc Note that the variation with respect to d* gives
again (3.5.d), i.e. d, becomes real. The saddle-point approximation is independent of the choice of gauge.
Furthermore, let us examine the Q =(~, 0) frozen in
phonon distortion (cf. Fig. l e). At large U this mode
was found to be relevant for a SSH-type [53] model,
where the phonons are coupled directly to the electronic
hopping term [54]. In our case the hopping process,
involved in Self,
B becomes anisotropic too. One has an
intra-sublattice transfer along the y-direction, whereas
the sublattice alternates in x-direction. The expression
(3.1) for the grandcanonical potential remains unchanged. However, the quasiparticle energies (3.3) take
the form
Ekva

2
2
= J'a(2) + gky (ZAa
-1-zB,)/2
+ g,kv,,

~(
2

ZAa
~-ekr-

-

-

ZBa

3.2. (zt, 70 and (Tt, O) Peierls distortion
The procedure of solving the self-consistency loop (3.5)
or (3.8) is the following: after eliminating (3.5.a-c) and
(3.5.e), we solved the three nonlinear stationary equations (3.5.d) and (3.5.f) together with (3.6) using an iteration technique (relative error < 10-5 [51]). Our calculations were performed at zero temperature (T=0). The
k-summations are done for the tight-binding band,
where the effect of the underlying band structure is discussed in Appendix A. Here we only consider trial states

a

5.0

(3.7.a)

A 2-~kxZA~

zL,
(3.7.b)

while the region of k-summation is restricted to -re/2
< k~< ~z/2. The Euler-Lagrange equations for the (~, 0)
mode can be obtained from the (re,re) self-consistent
equations (3.5); (3.5.a) is still valid, in (3.5.c-e) one has
to replace the term

.,3
2.5

....... . , . . . .

0.0

O.0

2~.0

41.0

6.0

u/t

2 Z2
~k - ~
~kvo"

b

5.0

by
1 f 4n eg, {(2~] - 2(B22)/2+ ek, (Z2 ~ -- Z~,)t2 -- A } + e~ z 2-.~
+gky~,
)

and the remaining equations read
2

"2

1 ,r~

P ~ + dn = ~ Snkv~

O.0
Z~,)/2 -- A + 1},
" { ~" (2~A2~)- 2~2~))/2+ ek,(Z2,-eke.
(3.8.b)

0,0

"""l"0.2

0.~

O~.G

vs C o u l o m b
interaction U and hole doping 6. The curves in a are given at
various electron-phonon couplings ct=0.625 for 6=0 (full), 0.05
(chain dotted), 0.15 (chain dashed); :~=0.45, for 6 =0 (long dashed),
0.05 (short dashed); c~=0.25 for c5=0 (dotted). In b we show A
at fixed c~= 0.625 for U = 0 (full), U = 1 (chain dashed), U = 2 (chain
dotted), U = 3 (dashed) and U = 4 (dotted)
Fig. 2a, b. G a p parameter A of the frozen (~z,~) p h o n o n

1
(2)
(2A,
-- 2~(2)~)/2 + ek, (Z~, -- Z2o)/2 -- A
~kva

(3.8.f)
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Fig. 3. Magnetization m, local magnetic moment m'~ and effective
hopping amplitude t~" are given in a, b and e, respectively, in
dependence on the doping 6 at U = 4 and c~= 0.625. The full (dashed,
dotted) lines show the results for the (z, ~) "dimerized" solutions
(on the A-, B-sublattice) compared with the AFM (chain dotted)
and PM (chain dashed) states without "dimerization"

with commensurable structure. This is certainly correct
at half-filling. U p o n doping the situation is much more
elaborated. Searching for saddle-point solutions one has
to consider other symmetry broken states like incommensurate C D W [28], spiral spin phases [48, 49] or
e.g. magnetic textures [55]. However, let us notice that
the free energy of these much more complicated spin
structures exhibits qualitatively the same instability
against phase separation [48, 49] as commensurate two
sublattice solutions at low doping (cf. the discussion in
Sect. 3.3). Therefore, we restrict the further calculations
to commensurate spin and displacement patterns, keeping in mind the effect due to electron-phonon coupling.
Along this line we first discuss in Figs. 2-4 the qualitative features of the (re, ~) distorted solutions. Figure 2
is showing the gap parameter A, corresponding to a static lattice displacement or "dimerization', as function of
Hubbard interaction U (a) and hole doping 5 (b). Starting
at half-filling the solution with finite A leads to the lowest
free energy below a critical ratio U/c~, i.e. including the
Holstein coupling (2.3) the A F M saddle-point solution
[30, 52] becomes unstable against a "dimerized" state.
Increasing the Coulomb interaction the "dimerization"
monotoneous decreases up to the abrupt breakdown of
A at U~, indicating a first-order phase transition to the
A F M phase. Not surprisingly, one obtains the HartreeFock relation U ~ U u v = 8 ~ E12] for small c~. At larger
coupling strength Uc becomes smaller than Unp (cf. the
Q M C calculations [14]). Finite "dimerization" is related
to the formation of a CDW, where due to the lowered
(raised) site energies of the A (B)-sublattice one has d 2
= eB2 > dB2 = eA2 [33]. Increasing U the energy cost of double occupancy weakens the energy gain through "dimerization" until the A F M symmetry nA = n~ is restored at
U~. Doping with holes means reducing the Peierls distortion. The probability for empty sites on the B-lattice
e~ remains nearly unchanged whereas d~ is strongly reduced; so we have the asymmetry d ] < e g. More details
will be given in Sect. 3.4.
In Fig. 3 we display the sublattice-magnetizations
m, =p2, - P ~ s ,

2.0

(3.9)

the local magnetic moment
\

1.0

D,~t/1or= w3~"t.
~ -2d~),

(3.10)

and the effective hopping matrix element
0.0
~-eff =

-i .0

-2.0
-0.50

i

-0.25

Ol

.00

~

0 25

E

O.50

6

Fig. 4. Parts of the free energy (3.4) as function of hole concentration
for the (~, ~) mode at U=4 and e=0.625. Shown are the free
energy (full), the electronic interaction term Ud z (chain dashed),
the electron-phonon part (see text) Ee-ph (dashed) and the kinetic
energy of the electrons (dotted)

<Z

< 2 C + CJa>
+ Cja>U=O,o~=O ~

(3.11)

as function of hole concentration for the interaction parameters U = 4 , ~=0.625. The results are compared to
A F M and PM states enforced at the same doping level.
At 6 = 0.34, where the transition to the PM state without
"dimerization" takes place, mr mlr and t ~ff show a
discontinuous variation. F o r 6>0.34 the curves with
A # 0 belong to a metastable solution of (3.5). We note
that the solution with static lattice displacement shows
ferrimagnetic long range order away from half-filling
(Fig. 3 a). Contrary to the A F M case (mA = - ms) we have
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for the F I M "dimerized" solution ma >>Lm~l > 0. Due to
n T=(nAT +nBt)/2= 1/2 (cf. the band structure in Fig. 7)
the relation m = ( m A + m B ) / 2 = 5 holds at finite doping.
The local magnetic moment (Fig. 3b) is in a classical
picture related to the squared spin length. At half-filling
(~ = 0) it varies monotonically with U between the band
(ml~ 3/8) and the atomic limit (ml~ 3/4) of the Hubbard model [56]. m'~ is a measure for the "localization"
of the electronic spin. Especially at 5 = 0, the "dimerized"
solution shows a reduction of m1~ compared to the "localized spin" A F M case. Obviously this is related to
the formation of a CDW ordered structure. Upon doping
the mobility increases (cf. the hopping amplitude in Fig.
3 c) and one observes first of all an increase of m l~ Clearly, at still larger doping, i.e. for small electron density
n ~ 0, one observes m~~ ~ 0 and t eel --+ 1. The local magnetic moment m~~ and the effective hopping amplitude
t eff w e r e used by Lilly et al. [52] to demonstrate (for
the pure Hubbard model) the interpolating character of
the K R SB-theory over a wide range of interaction
strengths and the excellent qualitative agreement with
Q M C results.
Figure 4 is displaying the density dependence of various free energy parts for the same parameters. The concave curvature off(5) at low doping level indicates phase
separation and will be discussed in the next section. The
kinetic part is given by the nominator of t elf and the
electron-phonon contribution can be defined by E~-ph
= -- A (hA -- riB)+ A2/16 c~; both are particle-hole symmetric. At 5 = 0 the energy loss owing to double occupancy
and lattice deformation is exactly compensated by the
electron-phonon part, i.e. by the energy gain due to the
opening of the CDW-gap. It is remarkable that going
away from half-filling the number of double occupied
sites is reduced even upon electron doping. The minimum of the kinetic energy (maximum of t elf) is related
to the maximum of the magnetization on the less occupied B-lattice.
The gap-parameter for the solution with frozen in
(~z,0) phonon is presented in Fig. 5 as function of hole
density at various Coulomb interaction strength U. First

we should point out that the (~, 0) "dimerized" solution
becomes lowest in energy only at large doping level (cf.
the complete phase diagram in Sect. 3.4). Similar to
Fig. 2b the magnitude of A is noticeable reduced by increasing the hole concentration. However, the transition
to the "undimerized" state is of second-order, even in
the case of large U. Furthermore in contrast to the (7~,re)
distortion the F I M behaviour is not seen in the (~z,0)
solution; we get PM order over the whole concentration
range.

3.3. Thermodynamic stability - phase separation

The thermodynamic stability of the saddle-point solutions has been analyzed by studying the density dependence of their free energy in more detail. Viewed as a
function of hole concentration 5, the free energy given
by (3.1)-(3.4) is shown in Fig. 6 for the (7c,re) and (~z,0)
distorted state in comparison to PM, A F M and spiral
spin states, where we have used U = 4 and ~=0.625 as
in Figs. 3 and 4. Obviously, there is a considerable energy
gain due to "dimerization" relative to the homogeneous
A F M and PM solutions and even to the spiral magnetic
state (here we are only able to compare with the free
energy of the Q = (re- 5 Q, re) spiral calculated by Fr6sard
et al. [48]). The (~,7c) "dimerized" phase is lowest in
energy up to the intersection with the (~, 0) mode at
5=0.33, which indicates a first-order transition. In contrast the transition from the (7c,0) distorted state to the
PM state at 5 = 0.68, where the magnetic order does not
change, is of second order. The main point we like to
emphasize, however, is the concave curvature of the f(5)
curve in the low doping region. On general stability arguments the free energy of an homogeneous system must
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Fig. 5. Gap parameter A for the (~, 0)-distortion at various U and
c~=0.625. The notations are the same as in Fig. 2b

Fig. 6. Free energy as a function of hole concentration for states
with (~z,)z), and (~, 0) distortion marked by dashed and full lines,
respectively. The free energy of the "dimerized" states are compared
with "undimerized" A F M / P M states (dotted curve) enforced to
have the same hole concentration. The symbols 9 give the free
energy of the homogeneous spiral state with wave vector
Q=(~z-SQ, ~) quoted from [48]. The chain dashed line lowers
f by a Maxwell construction
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always be a convex function of density, i.e. the inverse
isothermal compressibility
tr l = n 2 ~32f
On 2

(3.12)

should be positiv. Otherwise, the free energy can be lowered by phase mixing of several homogeneous phases
performing the usual Maxwell construction (chain
dashed straight line in Fig. 6). The instability towards
phase separation was suggested to exist for the Hubbard
model [-57] and more recently by Emery et al. [58] for
the related t - J - m o d e l [32]. Whether phase separation
is a true property of the Hubbard model remains controversial [48, 59-61]; the t - J - m o d e l shows certainly
phase separation at large J [60-64]. Mean field SB approaches to the Hubbard and t - J - m o d e l yield concave
curvature of the free energy near half-filling [48, 49, 64]
(cf. the dotted line (circles) for the A F M (spiral) solution
in Fig. 6). Including the electron-phonon coupling (2.3),
the results depicted in Fig. 6 show that our SB saddlepoint solutions become energetically unstable below a
critical hole concentration 6~. Therefore, the system
would separate upon doping into a hole-rich phase and
a phase without holes, where both constituents can have
a finite lattice distortion. For 6 < 6c the ground-state energy of such a two phase system may be claculated as
follows

f. (a) f(O) + ~ (f(5,) - f(O)).

(3.13)

o~

s.o [~-,, ,, , , ~ ~ + +

The concentration 6c of the hole rich phase is fixed and
can be readily obtained by adapting the Maxwell construction to the function #(6) (cf. Fig. 7). Reducing 5,
the portion of the hole rich phase becomes smaller. The
coexistence of several homogeneous states may indicate
that the system would like to settle into a uniform state
with a much more complicated structure [65]. Note,
however, that we have found stable "dimerized" solutions with frozen in Holstein phonons above the phaseseparated region.
The quasiparticle bandwidth and the position of the
chemical potential # are displayed in Fig. 7. We should
emphasize, that the bandwidth is strongly renormalized
by electron-electron and electron-phonon interactions
and has to be determined in a self-consistent way at
a given doping level. For the (re, re) distortion we obtain
a lower and an upper quasiparticle band separated proportionally to the gap parameter A. Upon doping the
subbands exhibit spin polarization leading to F I M order,
where the bandwidth increases with 5 (cf. t ~ff in Fig.
3c). Above the transition to the (rt, 0) distorted state
(5 > 0.33) one observes only one weakly narrowed quasiparticle band with strong anisotropic dispersion (3.7)
[-51]. The anomalous increase of the chemical potential
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Fig. 7. Renormalized bandwidth of the upper (U) and lower (L)
quasiparticle band determined for given hole concentration &. The
bands are separated by a gap (G). The spin up (down) subbands
are limited by circles (crosses). The full curve gives the variation
of the chemical potential # with 5; the Maxwell construction is
indicated by the dashed line. Calculations are done for the (~, n)
mode at U = 4, and c~= 0.625. For 151> 0.33 we obtain for the (z, 0)
mode a single band without spin polarization (triangles)

Fig. 8a-e. Renormalized densities of states p~(~) at U = 4 . Full

curves denote the case p t = P ~, otherwise p~(p ~) is given by dotted
(dashed) lines. From top to bottom we have: PM solution with
A=0 at 6=0 compared to the case U=0 (chain dotted) a; AFM
solution with A=0 at 6=0 b; stable "dimerized" PM solution
A>0 at 5=0 c; stable "dimerized" FIM solution A>0 at 6=0.26
d and 5 = -0.26 e. The arrow indicates the position of #
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with doping leads to a negative inverse compressibility
(~c- 1= _ n 2 0 #/3 6) indicating thermodynamic instability.
The Maxwell construction (dashed line) equates the
hatched areas yielding fie. One immediately realizes that
no mixing of 6 < 0 and 3 > 0 phases is possible.
In Fig. 8 we present the renormalized density of states
p~(~) for PM, A F M and (~, ~) "dimerized" solutions at
various 3. The uppermost figure shows the narrowing
of the unperturbed band at finite U for ~ = 0 in the PM
state. At the (unphysical) Brinkman-Rice [66] metal-insulator transition point (Uc= 12.97) the bandwidth goes
to zero, however, at this interaction strength the AFM
is the stable ground state solution. Going in Fig. 8 from
top to bottom, we show the opening of the A F M gap
at U=4(~=0). Including at the same U the electronphonon coupling (e=0.625) the gap is broadened due
to the (re, ~) Peierls distortion, yielding a lower ground
state energy (cf. Fig. 6). At the bottom we display the
spin-dependent density of states for the stable FIM solution with (~, z~) "dimerization', where the particle-hole
symmetry is explicitly demonstrated at 6 = _+0.26. In this
region the partial densities of states (per spin direction)
are given by

,E) 2,2Zm,~,(gK (1 - - -I?)'
P~(E)=27C2ZA,

(3.14.a)

with

&=0
6. @ AFM

PM

FIM/(rr,7~J )....PM (rr,0)
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Fig. 9. The domains of stability of several homogeneous ground
states in the b-U-plane at c~= 0.625. The solid line separates "dimerized" from "undimerized" states; the chain dashed curve gives the
boundary between(~z,~) and (~, 0) distortion. The dotted lines mark
the regions, where metastable AFM or (z, ~) "dimerized" (FIM/
PM) solutions exist

~o{E)
=/{

( E - 2~))2 - ( - 2 ~ -2 )L(B22

A)2}/(z2~zg~)' (3.14.b)

where K(m) is the complete elliptic integral of the first
kind, and 0 < ~ ( E ) < 4 . The lower (upper) subband exhibits a two-peak structure with the Fermi energy in
the middle of the spin-up and spin-down band peaks.
Thus we can expect magnetic excitations at finite temperatures.

3.4. Phasediagram
Finally, we work out the (U, 6) ground state phase diagram of the Peierls-Hubbard model for two electronphonon coupling strengths c~= 0.625 (Fig. 9) and c~= 0.45
(Fig. 10). The corresponding phase diagram of the pure
Hubbard model (c, = 0) is given in Appendix B. The standard way to proceed consists of two steps [33, 49, 65].
Inevitably one has to check first the relative stability
of several homogeneous phases by computing their free
energy. The second step is the investigation of the curvature of f as a function of the particle density, where
a concave curvature indicates thermodynamic instability
(cf. the discussion of Fig. 6). Assuming a thermodynamically unstable region is indeed found one can try to lower
the free energy by phase mixing of several uniform
phases, recalculating the phase diagram in a more complete sense.
If we admit only homogeneous phases, we get the
domains of stability shown in Fig. 9 for the case

c~= 0.625. Obviously, the solutions with finite "dimerization" are lowest in energy for a considerable parameter
region of U and ~. For small U the (~, re) distorted phase
is paramagnetic. Increasing the Coulomb interaction a
first-order transition to the FIM ordered "dimerized"
state takes place. When U is again increased there is
a first-order transition to an "undimerized" AFM solution (cf. Fig. 2). Near half-filling the (~z,~z) phonon is the
most favorable mode for "dimerization". At larger doping level the (74 0) phonon becomes preferred to the (re, re)
phonon. Going beyond the pure model calculations, one
has to remember that for the (re, 0) distortion of the CuO2
planes the elastic energy is raised by a factor of two
(cf. the discussion below (2.6)). Taking this into consideration, it is quite unlikely that the 0z, 0) mode plays an
important role in the copper-oxide planes [4].
Figure 10 is showing the phase diagram at ~=0.45,
where we have omitted the (z~,0) distorted state. As expected, the qualitative features of the phase diagram,
restricted to uniform phases (Fig. 10a), are not changed.
Allowing for heterogeneous mixing of states we obtain
the much more complex phase diagram presented in Fig.
10b. At half-filling one gets a stable paramagnetic state
with finite "dimerization" up to U~=3.54, where the
A F M becomes the ground state. Near half-filling the
homogeneous states become unstable (cf. Appendix B).
Here the solid line separates "dimerized" (I-VI) from
"undimerized" states, whereas the dashed lines denote
the boundaries between phases with different magnetic
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Fig. 10. The phase diagram of the Peierls-Hubbard model is calculated in the 0-U-plane at c~=0.45, where a only homogeneous
phases are taken into account, and b phase separation is allowed.
The notation is the same as in Fig. 9, however, we have omitted
the (~, 0)-distorted state. The hatched area displays the domain
of phase separation. For further explanation see text

right boundary of the respective region. As U increases
the magnetic order of the two coexisting constituents
changes from P M - P M (VI, V) P M - F I M (IV) to AFMF I M (III). Clearly, the tendency towards magnetic ordering is enhanced by increasing U. Let us emphasize that
we found stable homogeneous phases with finite A away
from half-filling (I, II). It has to be noted that one observes magnetic order (FIM) in a parameter regime (I),
where in the phase diagram of the pure electronic model
(Fig. 11) no magnetic solutions exist. Thus upon doping
the local electron-phonon coupling (2.3) can stabilize a
magnetic ordered state. In addition we would stress another question. In real physical systems the long-range
part of the Coulomb interaction, not accounted for in
the simple H u b b a r d model, will tend to prevent a macroscopic separation of charged particles [48, 60, 65].
F r o m this point of view the study of homogeneous states
can make sense even in their instability region [33, 48,
49]. Nevertheless it would be desirably to investigate
the Peierls-Hubbard model including other symmetry
broken states, e.g. incommensurate CDW phases at least
at finite doping.

4. Summary

order. The domain with finite A consists of homogeneous
states (I, II) and phase separated regions (III-VI); the
boundary is given by the chain dotted curve. The twophase region is built up by the phases at &= 0, i.e. A F M
(III) or P M with A =#0 (IV-VI), and the states on the

In this paper we have extended the Kotliar and Ruckenstein [30] slave boson approach for the H u b b a r d model
to the Peierls-Hubbard model which incorporates the
electron-phonon interaction via a local Holstein cou-
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pling [10] in the adiabatic limit. After a short discussion
of some formal aspects of the K R SB-representation,
concerning e.g. the gauge symmetry of the bosonized
action [35, 44], the theory was evaluated by applying
a two-sublattice saddle-point approximation. The selfconsistency equations have been numerically solved on
a square lattice for a restricted class of trial states: the
para-, ferro-, ferri- and antiferromagnetic states with and
without (~, re) or (re, 0) Peierls distortions. Changes due
to the inclusion of homogeneous spiral magnetic states
[48, 49] were discussed at least qualitatively. The essential results of our ground state analysis of the 2D PeierlsHubbard model are the following.
At half-filling our saddle-point solutions give a stable
paramagnetic state with a frozen in (re, =) breathing mode
accompanied by a commensurate CDW above a critical
electron-phonon coupling. The transition to the "dimerized" state is suggested to be of first order. Increasing
the intraatomic part of the Coulomb interaction one observes a monotoneous decrease of the Peierls distortion
until the A F M is established at U~. The electronic correlations accounted for in the K R SB-approach, reduce
U~ below the Hartree-Fock value Uuv. The "dimerized"
state shows a reduction of the hopping amplitude of
the charge carriers as well as of the local magnetic moment compared to the A F M phase.
Going away from half-filling one finds (re,re) Peierls
distorted states with PM and FIM order to be lowest
in energy, i.e. increasing the hole concentration the electron-phonon coupling can stabilize magnetic states. At
large doping level the (re,0) "dimerized" solution with
PM order becomes energetically favoured. Clearly, the
electron mobility and the local magnetic moment increases upon doping.
Furthermore we have presented, to our knowledge
for the first time, two versions of the ground state phase
diagram of the 2D Peierls-Hubbard model as an essential
result of our investigations. The first one is restricted
to homogeneous states whereas the second allows for
a heterogeneous phase mixing. Besides phase separated
regions with finite "dimerization" we found homogeneous Peierls distorted states. The question, whether or
not phase separation is stable against variations of the
Peierls-Hubbard model, e.g. against the incorporation
of the long-range part of the Coulomb interaction [61],
is our future problem.
Finally, it should be stressed, that although we have
motivated the special phonon modes within the PeierlsHubbard model from the structure of the CuOz planes
in e.g. La2_xBaxCuO4 [4, 12], it was not the purpose
of our paper to present a microscopic theory for the
high-T~ materials. Rather we want to discuss the qualitative effects of the electron-phonon coupling in a strongly
correlated electronic system. From this point of view
it would be desirable to incorporate the effect of finite
phonon frequency in our calculation. Concerning the
evaluation of the functional integral the one loop corrections should be included. Further investigations along
this line are in progress.

We would like to thank K. Fesser, D. Ihle, A. Muramatsu, W.
Pesch, H. R6der and V. Waas for many stimulating discussions.
Parts of the numerical calculations were performed at the Leibnitz
Rechenzentrum Mfinchen and at the HLRZ, c/o K F A Jiilich under
project hbt032.

Appendix A. Density of states effect
For the evaluation of the k-summations, contained in
the self consistency loops (3.5) and (3.8), we used the
2D tight-binding density of states. It might be argued
that the perfect nesting of the Fermi surface, which is
related to a logarithmic Van-Hove singularity in the unperturbed density of states at half-filling, strongly affects
the result concerning the appearance of an instability
towards "dimerization" or CDW ordering. Here, we like
to stress that the qualitative features of our solutions
remains unchanged if we approximate the exact tightbinding band structure by much simpler model densities,
as e.g. by a constant one

p~

={ 0(4-lel),

(A.I)

or by the semielliptic density
1

p~

~

O(4-lsl),

(A.2)

i.e. the "dimerization" is certainly not a Van-Hove effect.
In Fig. 12 the gap parameter A is shown for the (~, ~z)
structure as function of U, where the results obtained
with (A.1) and (A.2) are compared to the exact ones.
Quantitatively, the "dimerization" as well as the critical
U, where the transition to the A F M states take place,
is somewhat reduced. Upon doping the "dimerized" solution becomes ferrimagnetic as reported in Sect. 3.2. Using (A.1) the boundary to the PM state is shifted from
6=0.34 to 6=0.19.
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Fig. 12. A v s U relations for ~=0.625 at zero doping, using the
different unperturbed densities of states p~
shown in the inset.
Dotted curves indicate the metastability of the solution
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Appendix B. Restricted phase diagram
of the Hubbard model
The SB m e a n field phase d i a g r a m of the " p u r e " 2D
tight-binding H u b b a r d m o d e l is s h o w n in Fig. 11 for
c o m p a r i s o n with Figs. 9 and 10. There is a stable d o m a i n
of ferro- and p a r a m a g n e t i s m . T h e h o m o g e n e o u s A F M ,
however, is confined to the line 6 = 0 [48, 49, 65]. T h e
A F M as well as the F M are not fully polarized below
a critical value of U. At U = oo the F M region extends
from 6 = 0 + to 6FM/pM=0.33,where the free energy is
a convex function of 3, i.e. the K R SB-theory does not
s u p p o r t recent a r g u m e n t s [57, 58] for phase s e p a r a t i o n
in this limit. T a k i n g phase s e p a r a t i o n into a c c o u n t the
K R phase d i a g r a m [30] changes at finite U considerably.
T h e A F M - F M / P M mixed phases are extended b e y o n d
the b o u n d a r y of the pure A F M g r o u n d state. Let us
emphasize the qualitative a g r e e m e n t between Fig. 11 and
the g r o u n d state phase d i a g r a m calculated by F a z e k a s
et al. [65] using the Gutzwiller variational m e t h o d for
the infinite dimensional H u b b a r d model. C o n t r a r y to
their results, however, we found that the F M - P M transition is always first order. T a k i n g the spiral state into
consideration allows to lower the energy f r o m the A F M
state, especially in the low doping region [48, 49]. Alt h o u g h the inclusion of such spiral m a g n e t i c arrangem e n t s decreases the concave c u r v a t u r e of f(6) a phase
separated region near half-filling still exists. Therefore,
we believe, that the numerical t r e a t m e n t of fluctuations
a r r o u n d these saddle-points b e c o m e s c u m b e r s o m e . T h e
inclusion of longe-range C o u l o m b interactions should
prevent these problems.
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